Product sheet:

Hvenus

Rye Whisky, 45,6 %vol (91,2 US proof & 79,8 UK proof)
Spirit of Hven Distillery, Sweden
Facts: Limited batches of 42 casks, individually numbered bottles, waxed by hand.
Hvenus is a unique rye whisky composed by Master Distiller Henric Molin at the
distillery Spirit of Hven. Elegant and velvet smooth, yet powerful and flavorsome.
Every batch comprises of 42 casks blended together, aerated and very gently filtered
before bottling at 45,6 %vol. No charcoal filtration, no color or sugar added just wellmade whisky matured on the best American oak (Quercus Alba) we could find.
The final grain recipe after blending the forty-two casks from four different recipes
together are; 78,6% rye, 11,9% wheat, 4,8% corn and 4,8% barley. The casks are
matured three to six years, partially in warehouses with controlled climate conditions.
All to create a whisky with unique smoothness and bouquet.
Etymologically Hvenus has got its name from the island where it
was born (Hven) combined with the second planet in our solar
system (Venus). It is also an homage to the American oak (Us)
from Cuba, Missouri that have given its soul to this whisky.
Maybe a strange causality that the planetary symbol for Venus
is the same as the alchemist symbol for Copper (Cu). Both bring
great influence to this whisky. Venus, due to that this whisky was created on the island,
where the astronomer Tycho Brahe made thorough observation of our planetary
system 1576 - 1597. Something that still affect everyday life on the small island
between Denmark and Sweden. Copper is what forge the fermented grain wash to the
amazing spirit, that after maturation on oak becomes the liquid gold we love so much.
Venus is also the goddess of love, beauty, desire and prosperity in Roman mythology.
It is easy to understand how the symbol for the female gender emerged. Elegance,
smoothness, beauty, strength, character, warmth and balance are but few words that we
intertwine with femininity. They are also words we want to associate with this whisky.
Scent and Taste
Undiluted: First scent reveals dark chocolate and deep notes from the heavy charred,
air-dried American oak, it is followed up by notes of creamy almond carrot cake.
Distinct Fine-tuned peppery notes with light minty hints from the Rye evolves slowly.
The whisky is well balanced with round, smooth vanilla, coconut scents from wheat
and corn. All kept together with elegant herbal, grassy notes from the malted barley.
Taste is strong but not overwhelming. Balance lands mid-front tongue highlighting the
creamy sweet-peppery rye character. Elegant bitter tannins play well with reserved
acidity and perfectly balanced alcohol strength. Long aftertaste with playful esters and a
round oiliness. Wonderful mouthfeel.
Diluted: With water 1:7 (≈40%), the alcohol is deemphasized, which helps elevate the
delicate herbal notes from the grain. Chocolate, roasted coffee and vanilla goes into
bloom showing a wonderful palette of lavender, tulips and rosehip. In the background
there are hints of curry, licorice and barbecue. Roasted walnuts and warm sauna.
The taste is round, yet vibrant and exiting. Full-bodied, with a wonderful balance
between tannins and sweetness. A whisky is so good that you will want it to last forever.
Order information: all bottles are individually numbered and waxed by hand.
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